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Smart Strategies To Uplevel Your
Virtual Presence In 2022

For content creators, entrepreneurs and marketers, it’s no longer sufficient
to host a 1-way webinar or post a video once in a blue moon if they want
to maintain a virtual presence and engage with their consumers.

Whether they are hosting product launches, a marketing webinar or a
behind-the-scenes sneak peek — or all of the above — event hosts across
categories now need the ability to seamlessly pivot from livestreaming to
interactive experiences without missing a beat.

For many creators, “virtual” is no longer a specific category, siloed from
traditional events. Instead, creators have found that “virtual” can exist in
tandem with physical events, both as a hybrid-optional extension or as
a way to maximize content created within the real-life experience.

With BlueJeans Studio, BlueJeans by Verizon’s new production tools for
virtual events, it’s easy to produce stunning, professional-grade livestreams
that don’t require a dedicated audio-visual team or specialized production
support. BlueJeans Studio is a customizable platform that allows your
team to produce events of all types — from small scale meet-and-greets to
livestreams broadcasted across social media. Here are five tips, tricks and
strategies that will take your livestream to the next level in 2022.

TIP 1

Use a platform that can unlock your
creator abilities
In 2020, content creators had the mixed blessing
of reaching a relatively captive audience. Many
virtual events were conceived with the expectation
that an audience would be watching on a laptop
or desktop. But today, audiences are everywhere:
On their phones, livecasting through their TV or
gaming system, or watching on social media.
Creating content for an audience whose attention
is pulled in multiple directions can mean rethinking
event cadence. A survey conducted by Forrester on
behalf of BlueJeans found that 41% of respondents
believed that the right length of a virtual event
was between 45 minutes and 60 minutes.1 Graphics,
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volume of attendee participation. Your
platform of choice must facilitate exceptional
results in each of these areas to deliver
longstanding virtual event success.”
—ZACHARY BOSIN
Vice President of Product Marketing at BlueJeans by Verizon

TIP 2
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of event planners think virtual
events provide greater flexibility
for audiences to attend multiple
sessions than in-person events.2

TIP 3

“

The reality is that most organizations don’t have
the budget to execute huge product launches
every time they want to spin up a virtual event.
So we see an interesting middle ground where
event attendees expect professional-grade
quality, but hosts need a set of tools that won’t
break the bank. This is where the next era of
virtual events will exist…real-time, TV-quality
experiences at scale.”
—ZACHARY BOSIN
Vice President of Product Marketing at BlueJeans by Verizon

Rethink the role of virtual events in
your calendar
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It can also be a good time to test drive audience
engagement features, so when the time comes
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TIP 4

Overplan for engagement
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When thinking about audience engagement,
An audience member who signs on to watch a
livestream is already engaging with your brand.
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Enhance that engagement by offering multiple
opportunities for audiences to truly interact. This
can include polls, quizzes and the potential to
spotlight audience members for a live Q&A. While a
platform like BlueJeans Studio seamlessly provides
audience engagement tools, it’s also important
to make sure moderators, hosts and panelists are
aware of the audience engagement tactics being
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it’s important to develop your strategy well
in advance of the virtual event. As they
say: Failing to plan, is planning to fail.
Thoughtful polls and seed questions should
be interspersed throughout the session.
But maybe most importantly, is ensuring
your hosts are comfortable heading in
new directions that stem from audience
interaction. Think talk show rather than a
more scripted sitcom. This is when virtual
events really take off.”
—ZACHARY BOSIN
Vice President of Product Marketing at BlueJeans by Verizon

TIP 5

Embrace evolution
Because virtual and hybrid events will continue

An all-in-one platform like BlueJeans Studio works
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like product launches or fireside chats, and thus
remain on your audience’s (and consumers’) top of

It’s equally critical that creators choose a platform
that allows for flexibility to pivot, scale and evolve.

mind.

